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Terry Shores has been a member of the Department of Biology and Microbiology at the University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh since 1997; she was promoted to professor in 2010. Shores is a dedicated university teacher and researcher and graduate, and has received university awards, including a distinguished teaching award and two talented professors. She
has taught a variety of courses and laboratories and has made a strong contribution to the development of new courses in microbiology and molecular biology in the department. Graduate education at Shores and post-graduate is based on virology and is reflected in her research. Prior to teaching at Oshkosh University, she was a postdoctoral fellow at the
Viral Disease Laboratory under dr. Bernard Moss at the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) at the National Institutes of Health (NIH). While her initial experience focuses on studying the expression of the vaccinia virus gene, she is currently interested in the potential of antiviral compounds in cranberries, other fruits, and herbs used as
a green medicine in hmong culture. This antiviral research has been funded by a variety of grant agencies, including the prestigious Merck/AAAS Award. Shores has mentored many students involved in independent research projects and related readings. Shors contributes strongly as a co-author to the third edition of the Microbial Challenge. She is an author
of Understanding Viruses, now in its 2nd edition, and most recently authoring encounters in virology. In addition, she contributed to a variety of other scientific texts and writings. The initiative, creativity and use of technology in classrooms, networks and leading interdisciplinary collaborative studies are hallmarks of Shore's talents. Its use of technology,
current events topics, and humor makes it popular among students in the classroom. She has recently developed and studied an online virology course for undergraduate students. The ideal text for undergraduates specializing in biology, microbiology, medical technology, or pre-medicine, the second edition of the understanding viruses provides a balanced
approach to this fascinating discipline, combining molecular, clinical and historical aspects of virology. Update all over to keep up with this fast-paced field, the text provides a powerful and comprehensive introduction to human viral diseases. New articles on molecular virology as well as new virus families presented alongside chapters on viral diseases of
animals; History of clinical trials, gene therapy and xenotran transplantation. Prions and viroids; plant viruses; bacteria add to the text range. Chapters discussing specific viral diseases that are woven into an epidemiological and global perspective and include information on treatment and prevention. Contemporary case studies, Boxes, virus files involve
students in the learning process. With a wealth of support tools for students and trainers, Understanding Viruses is an accessible, exciting and attractive text for your virology course. Terry Shores has been a member of the Department of Biology and Microbiology at the University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh since 1997; she was promoted to professor in 2010.
Shores is a dedicated university teacher and researcher and graduate, and has received university awards, including a distinguished teaching award and two talented professors. She has taught a variety of courses and laboratories and has made a strong contribution to the development of new courses in microbiology and molecular biology in the department.
Graduate education at Shores and post-graduate is based on virology and is reflected in her research. Prior to teaching at Oshkosh University, she was a postdoctoral fellow at the Viral Disease Laboratory under dr. Bernard Moss at the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) at the National Institutes of Health (NIH). While her initial
experience focuses on studying the expression of the vaccinia virus gene, she is currently interested in the potential of antiviral compounds in cranberries, other fruits, and herbs used as a green medicine in hmong culture. This antiviral research has been funded by a variety of grant agencies, including the prestigious Merck/AAAS Award. Shores has
mentored many students involved in independent research projects and related readings. Shors contributes strongly as a co-author to the third edition of the Microbial Challenge. She is an author of Understanding Viruses, now in its 2nd edition, and most recently authoring encounters in virology. In addition, she contributed to a variety of other scientific texts
and writings. The initiative, creativity and use of technology in classrooms, networks and leading interdisciplinary collaborative studies are hallmarks of Shore's talents. Its use of technology, current events topics, and humor makes it popular among students in the classroom. She has recently developed and studied an online virology course for undergraduate
students. Understanding viruses continues to set a standard for the basics of virology. This classic textbook combines the molecular, clinical and historical aspects of human viral diseases in a stunning new interior design, featuring high-quality art that engages readers. Preparing students for their careers, the third edition greatly expands on molecular
virology and virus families. This practical text also contains the latest information on influenza, global epidemiology statistics and the recent outbreaks of Zika and Ebola viruses to keep students up-to-date with the latest information on virology. Many case studies and feature boxes light up fantastic History to stimulate students' attention, making viruses
understand the best-selling option is clear in virology. - Back cover. Cover.
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